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  Agile Kaizen Ángel Medinilla,2014-08-04 Agile teams have been struggling with the concept of
continuous improvement since the first Agile frameworks were developed, and still very little has been
written about the practice of continuous improvement in Agile environments. Although team
retrospectives have been prescribed and some practices have been introduced in order to implement and
facilitate them, the truth is that most Agile teams are conducting dull retrospectives that end with a list of
things that have been done wrong, just to repeat the same list two weeks later at the next meeting. Instead
of listing hundreds of Japanese-labeled tools, this book gives you practical insights into how to spot
improvement opportunities, how to plan for improvement and how to engage everyone in your company
in the Kaizen process. In addition, it will also provide you with 27 proven practices and 12 bonus activities
to introduce into your retrospectives in order to keep them fresh, creative and exciting, so you can promise
a team that, in a year’s time, no two retrospectives will be alike. This book helps you as a manager, team
leader, change agent or consultant in any type of organization to unleash the real power of Kaizen cultures
– no matter what kind of organization, market, product, technology, vision, goal or size. It provides you
with the background, tools and practical hints on how to engage your organization in a process of
continuous quest for new and better ways of performing.
  Management Innovations for Healthcare Organizations Anders Örtenblad,Carina Abrahamson
Löfström,Rod Sheaff,2015-11-19 Innovations in management are becoming more numerous and diverse,
and are appearing in organizations providing many different kinds of products and services. The purpose of
this book is to examine whether some widely-promoted examples of these management innovations –
ranging from techniques such as Kaizen to styles of leadership and the management of learning – can
usefully be applied to organizations which provide healthcare, and applied in different kinds of health
systems. Management Innovations for Healthcare Organizations is distinctive in selecting a wide and
diverse range and selection of managerial innovations to examine. No less distinctively, it makes an
adaptive, critical scrutiny of these innovations. Neither evangelist nor nihilist, the book instead considers
how these innovations might be adapted for the specific task of providing healthcare. Where evidence on
these points is available, the book outlines that too. Consequently the book takes an international approach,
with contributions from Europe, the Middle East, Australia and North America. Each contributor is an
expert in the management innovation which they present. This combination of features makes the book
unique.
  Organize Your Digital Life Aimee Baldridge,2009-01-06 Now that digital cameras and music players
have become so incredibly widespread, a forest of sound and imagery is blossoming in our homes. We’ve
got digital pictures in the camera, scans on the computer, JPEGS attached to e-mails, and tunes on tiny
players. But there’s also the old-fashioned stuff: photos in shoeboxes, videos in the attic, documents in desk
drawers, songs on tape and vinyl. How do you transform all of these different elements into a convenient
archive you can store in your computer, easily reach, and actually enjoy? This book delivers basic step-by-
step instruction on streamlining and organizing your digital life so you can find what you need instantly
and create presentations your friends and family will love. In addition, you’ll be amazed at the decrease in
household clutter and paper waste. For everyone —from teenagers who thrive on the technical to families
with overflowing photo albums and seniors who’d love to collate decades’ worth of letters and pictures
—this reader-friendly source has all the answers. These easy-to-follow solutions can truly enhance and
simplify the hectic, over-saturated lives so many of us find ourselves leading today.
  CMMI and Six Sigma Jeannine M. Siviy,M. Lynn Penn,Robert W. Stoddard,2007-12-18 In this book, I
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have found answers to key questions and misconceptions about the relationship between Six Sigma and the
Capability Maturity Model Integration [CMMI]....Among my key takeaways is that the relationship
between Six Sigma and CMMI exemplifies one of the principles of S4/IEE: CMMI provides process
infrastructure that is needed to support a successful Six Sigma strategy. —Forrest W. Breyfogle III, CEO,
Smarter Solutions, Inc. Finally, a book that bridges the software and hardware process tool set. To date,
there have been hardware and software engineers who for one reason or another have not communicated
their process methods. And so, myths formed that convinced the hardware community that CMMI was
only for software and likewise convinced the software community that Six Sigma was only for hardware.
It is both refreshing and thought provoking to dispel these myths. —Jack Ferguson, Manager, SEI
Appraisal Program, Software Engineering Institute CMMI and Six Sigma represent two of the best-known
process improvement initiatives. Both are designed to enhance work quality and thereby produce business
advantages for an organization. It's a misconception that the two are in competition and cannot be
implemented simultaneously. Practitioners originally trained in either CMMI or Six Sigma are now
finding that the two initiatives work remarkably well together in the pursuit of their common goal.
CMMI® and Six Sigma: Partners in Process Improvement focuses on the synergistic, rather than
competitive, implementation of CMMI and Six Sigma—with synergy translating to faster, better, cheaper
achievement of mission success. Topics range from formation of the value proposition to specific
implementation tactics. The authors illustrate how not taking advantage of what both initiatives have to
offer puts an organization at risk of sinking time, energy, and money into inventing a solution that already
exists. Along the way they debunk a few myths about Six Sigma applications in software. While the
authors concentrate on the interoperability of Six Sigma and CMMI, they also recognize that organizations
rarely implement only these two initiatives. Accordingly, the discussion turns to the emerging realm of
multimodel process improvement and strategies and tactics that transcend models to help organizations
effectively knit together a single unified internal process standard. Whether you work in the defense
industry, for a commercial organization, or for a government agency—wherever quality and efficiency
matter—you'll find this book to be a valuable resource for bridging process issues across domains and
building an improvement strategy that succeeds.
  The Kaizen Blitz Anthony C. Laraia,Patricia E. Moody,Robert W. Hall,1999-03-08 Der Kaizen Blitz ist
eine Methode, mit deren Hilfe eine enorme Produktivitätssteigerung auf allen Ebenen eines
Unternehmens erzielt werden kann. Sie verspricht eine rasche und durchschlagende Verbesserung der
Ergebnisse um 40-50%. Hier wird dieser Ansatz genau analysiert und gezeigt, wie Kaizen zur Erzielung
schneller Resultate eingesetzt wird. Diskutiert werden notwendige Vorbereitung, mögliche Hindernisse,
die es zu vermeiden gilt und die zu erwartenden Ergebnisse. Mit Erfolgszahlen und
Anwendungbeispielen von amerikanischen Spitzenunternehmen wie z.B. NorthWest Airlines und United
Tool & Die. (y02/99)
  The Art of Lean Software Development Curt Hibbs,Steve Jewett,Mike Sullivan,2009-01-15 This
succinct book explains how you can apply the practices of Lean software development to dramatically
increase productivity and quality. Based on techniques that revolutionized Japanese manufacturing, Lean
principles are being applied successfully to product design, engineering, the supply chain, and now
software development. With The Art of Lean Software Development, you'll learn how to adopt Lean
practices one at a time rather than taking on the entire methodology at once. As you master each practice,
you'll see significant, measurable results. With this book, you will: Understand Lean's origins from Japanese
industries and how it applies to software development Learn the Lean software development principles
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and the five most important practices in detail Distinguish between the Lean and Agile methodologies and
understand their similarities and differences Determine which Lean principles you should adopt first, and
how you can gradually incorporate more of the methodology into your process Review hands-on practices,
including descriptions, benefits, trade-offs, and roadblocks Learn how to sell these principles to management
The Art of Lean Software Development is ideal for busy people who want to improve the development
process but can't afford the disruption of a sudden and complete transformation. The Lean approach has
been yielding dramatic results for decades, and with this book, you can make incremental changes that will
produce immediate benefits. This book presents Lean practices in a clear and concise manner so readers are
motivated to make their software more reliable and less costly to maintain. I recommend it to anyone
looking for an easy-to-follow guide to transform how the developer views the process of writing good
software.-- Bryan Wells, Boeing Intelligence & Security Sytems Mission System If you're new to Lean
software development and you're not quite sure where to start, this book will help get your development
process going in the right direction, one step at a time.-- John McClenning, software development lead,
Aclara
  Enhancing Competences for Competitive Advantage Aimé Heene,Ron Sanchez,2010-06-04 Explores
the ways in which an organization's existing competences can be enhanced as sources of competitive
advantage - either enduring or intendedly transitional.
  The Idea Generator Bunji Tozawa,Norman Bodek,2001 The goal of this book is to guide improvement
activities throughout the organization: to use creative ideas from all employees to serve both internal and
external customers, to unlock the hidden potential of every single employee, and to bring new excitement
and joy into the workplace. Based on the concept of kaizen, this book discusses how every team member is
empowered with the ability to improve their work environment.
  Six Sigma Best Practices Dhirendra Kumar,2006-07-15 Continuous improvement has become
synonymous with the Six Sigma process, where cost reduction and quality improvement have led to
greater market share and profits. Leading organizations in diverse industries have begun to further deploy
Six Sigma outside of manufacturing to maximize its benefits. This comprehensive training tool and
implementation guide delineates how Six Sigma methods can be applied to processes within numerous
functional areas of the organization and in diverse industries to achieve strategic and operational business
excellence. It presents step-by-step techniques and flow diagrams for integrating Six Sigma as best practices
into business development and management. It provides a seamless integration of Six Sigma statistical
methodologies that help businesses execute their strategic plans and track both their short- and long-term
strategic progress within various areas of their business. Statistical methods employed in Six Sigma are
thoroughly explained and their implementation, supported by examples and exercises, is demonstrated via
Minitab 14, a popular statistical software package. Six Sigma Best Practices is an ideal text for executive
training in planning and leading Six Sigma programs, for Yellow, Green and Black Belt certification
programs, for college courses and as a desk reference for practitioners and consultants.
  What Drives Quality Ben Linders,2017-09-30 With plenty of ideas, suggestions, and practical cases on
software quality, this book will help you to improve the quality of your software and to deliver high-
quality products to your users and satisfy the needs of your customers and stakeholders. Many methods for
product quality improvement start by investigating the problems, and then work their way back to the
point where the problem started. For instance audits and root cause analysis work this way. But what if
you could prevent problems from happening, by building an understanding what drives quality, thus
enabling to take action before problems actually occur? What Drives Quality explores how quality plays a
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role in all of the software development activities. It takes a deep dive into quality by listing the relevant
factors of development and management activities that drive the quality of software products. It provides a
lean approach to quality by analyzing the full development chain from customer requests to delivering
products to users. I'm aiming this book at software developers and testers, architects, product owners and
managers, agile coaches, Scrum masters, project managers, and operational and senior managers who
consider quality to be important. A book on quality should be practical. It should help you, the reader of this
book, to improve the quality of your software and deliver better products. It should inspire you and give
you energy to persevere on your quality journey. What drives quality tries to do just that, and more. This
book is based on my experience as a developer, tester, team leader, project manager, quality manager,
process manager, consultant, coach, trainer, and adviser in Agile, Lean, Quality and Continuous
Improvement. It takes a deep dive into quality with views from different perspectives and provides ideas,
suggestions, practices, and experiences that will help you to improve quality of the products that your
organization is delivering. This book views software quality from an engineering, management, and social
perspective. It explores the interaction between all involved in delivering high-quality software to users
and provides ideas to do it quicker and at lower costs.
  Kaizen and Kaizen Event Implementation Chris A. Ortiz,2009-04-08 The Practical, How-to Guide to
Succeeding with Kaizen Programs and Events Today manufacturers need kaizen’s continuous productivity
improvement and waste reduction techniques more than ever. Kaizen and Kaizen Event Implementation
provides specific, detailed solutions that have proven successful in real manufacturing environments. Ortiz,
author of the best-selling Lessons from a Lean Consultant, covers every element of a successful kaizen
program and offers techniques for implementing several key kaizen events. Drawing on his unsurpassed,
in-the-trenches experience, he shares powerful insights into changing cultures, gaining management buy-
in, training, reporting, follow-up, and much more. Whether you’re a plant manager, director, engineer, or
quality specialist, this book will help you make kaizen work. Avoid common implementation mistakes
Find the right champion and establish an effective steering committee Create timelines, select teams and
leaders, and define objectives Use kaizen events to implement 5S, standard work, Kanban, and new line
designs Includes a chapter-length case study from a real manufacturing firm
  Lean Software Strategies Peter Middleton,James Sutton,2005-05-27 Winner Of The 2007 Shingo Prize
For Excellence In Manufacturing Research! Lean production, which has radically benefited traditional
manufacturing, can greatly improve the software industry with similar methods and results. This
transformation is possible because the same overarching principles that apply in other industries work
equally well in software development. The software industry follows the same industrial concepts of
production as those applied in manufacturing; however, the software industry perceives itself as being
fundamentally different and has largely ignored what other industries have gained through the application
of lean techniques. Lean Software Strategies: Proven Techniques for Managers and Developers, shows how
the most advanced concepts of lean production can be applied to software development and how current
software development practices are inadequate. Written for software engineers, developers, and leaders
who need help creating lean software processes and executing genuinely lean projects, this book draws on
the personal experiences of the two authors as well as research on various software companies applying
lean production to software development programs.
  The Economics of Software Quality Capers Jones,Olivier Bonsignour,2012 Poor quality continues to
bedevil large-scale development projects, but few software leaders and practitioners know how to measure
quality, select quality best practices, or cost-justify their usage. In The Economics of Software Quality,
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leading software quality experts Capers Jones and Jitendra Subramanyam show how to systematically
measure the economic impact of quality and how to use this information to deliver far more business value.
Using empirical data from hundreds of software organizations, Jones and Subramanyam show how
integrated inspection, static analysis, and testing can achieve defect removal rates exceeding 95 percent.
They offer innovative guidance for predicting and measuring defects and quality; choosing defect
prevention, pre-test defect removal, and testing methods; and optimizing post-release defect reporting and
repair. This book will help you Prove that improved software quality translates into strongly positive ROI
and greatly reduced TCO Drive better results from current investments in debugging and prevention Use
quality techniques to stay on schedule and on budget Avoid hazardous metrics that lead to poor decisions
Important note: The audio and video content included with this enhanced eBook can be viewed only using
iBooks on an iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch.
  Advances in Manufacturing Technology XXXII P. Thorvald,K. Case,2018-08-29 The urgent need to
keep pace with the accelerating globalization of manufacturing in the 21st century has produced rapid
advancements in technology, research and innovation. This book presents the proceedings of the 16th
International Conference on Manufacturing Research incorporating the 33nd National Conference on
Manufacturing Research (ICMR 2018), held in Skövde, Sweden, in September 2018. The aim of the
conference is to create a friendly and inclusive environment, bringing together researchers, academics and
industrialists with practical and theoretical knowledge to share and discuss emerging trends and new
challenges. The book is divided into 12 parts, covering areas such as the manufacturing process; robots;
product design and development; smart manufacturing; and lean, among others. Covering both cutting-
edge research and recent industrial applications, the book will appeal to all those with an interest in recent
advances in manufacturing technology.
  Consultants and Consulting Organizations Directory ,2007
  Digitalization Cases Vol. 2 Nils Urbach,Maximilian Röglinger,Karlheinz Kautz,Rose Alinda Alias,Carol
Saunders,Martin Wiener,2021-10-30 This book presents a rich compilation of real-world cases on
digitalization, aiming to share first-hand insights from renowned organizations and to make digitalization
tangible. With all economic and societal sectors being challenged by emerging technologies, the digital
economy is highly volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. It confronts established organizations with
substantial challenges and opportunities. Against this backdrop, this book reports on best practices and
lessons learned from organizations that succeeded in tackling the challenges and seizing the opportunities of
the digital economy. It illustrates how twenty organizations leveraged their capabilities to create disruptive
innovation, to develop digital business models, and to digitally transform themselves. These cases stem from
various industries (e.g. automotive, insurance, consulting, and public services) and countries, covering the
many facets that digitalization may have. As all case descriptions follow a unified template, they are easily
accessible for readers and provide insightful examples for practitioners as well as interesting cases for
researchers, teachers, and students. Almost every organization is trying to figure out how best to respond to
the opportunities and threats posed by digitalization. This book provides valuable lessons from those
organizations that have already begun their digital transformation journey. Michael D. Myers, Professor of
Information Systems, University of Auckland Digitalization Cases provides firsthand insights into the efforts
of renowned companies. The presented actions, results, and lessons learned are a great inspiration for
managers, students, and academics. This book gives real pointers on the how and where to start. Anna
Kopp, Head of IT Germany, Microsoft The cases compiled in the second volume of Digitalization Cases
show how disruption can actively be managed. Further, long-term insights from extended success stories of
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the first edition highlight that courage to change pays off well. This book represents a motivation for
organizations to drive their digital transformation journeys actively. Markus Richter, State Secretary at the
Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community and Federal Government Commissioner for
Information Technology, Germany
  Healthcare Kaizen Mark Graban,Joseph E. Swartz,2018-06-08 Healthcare Kaizen focuses on the
principles and methods of daily continuous improvement, or Kaizen, for healthcare professionals and
organizations. Kaizen is a Japanese word that means change for the better, as popularized by Masaaki Imai
in his 1986 book Kaizen: The Key to Japan‘s Competitive Success and through the books of Norman Bodek,
both o
  Information Technology - New Generations Shahram Latifi,2018-04-12 This volume presents a
collection of peer-reviewed, scientific articles from the 15th International Conference on Information
Technology – New Generations, held at Las Vegas. The collection addresses critical areas of Machine
Learning, Networking and Wireless Communications, Cybersecurity, Data Mining, Software Engineering,
High Performance Computing Architectures, Computer Vision, Health, Bioinformatics, and Education.
  Signal ,2016
  Six Sigma Software Quality Improvement Vic Nanda,Jeffrey Robinson,2011-03-08 Proven techniques
for improving software and process quality with Six Sigma This practical, in-depth guide explains how to
apply Six Sigma to solve common product and process improvement challenges in the software and IT
industry. Six Sigma Software Quality Improvement covers Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and
Control (DMAIC), Lean Six Sigma, Design for Six Sigma (DFSS), and Define, Measure, Analyze, Design, and
Verify (DMADV). Featuring more than 20 success stories from Motorola, IBM, Cisco, Seagate, Xerox,
Thomson Reuters, TCS, EMC, Infosys, and Convergys, the book offers first-hand accounts of corporate Six
Sigma programs and explains how these companies are successfully leveraging Six Sigma for software
process and quality improvement. The success stories reveal how: Motorola minimized business risk before
changing business-critical applications TCS improved fraud detection for a global bank Infosys improved
software development productivity for a large multinational bank IBM reduced help desk escalations and
overhead activities EMC improved development productivity Motorola realized significant cost avoidance
by streamlining processes and project documentation Xerox achieved high-speed product development
Seagate reduced application downtime and improved availability to 99.99% Cisco successfully reinvented its
Six Sigma program Convergys injected Six Sigma into the company's DNA Thomson Reuters' Six Sigma
program gathered significant momentum in a short time Six Sigma was successfully applied in many other
projects for defect reduction, cycle time reduction, productivity improvement, and more
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